Necrotizing enterocolitis is one disease with many origins and potential means of prevention.
The field of necrotizing enterocolitis (NEC) research has been in existence for over 60 years. During the first five decades little progress in NEC prevention and no definitive progress in treatment was achieved. One of the major determinants of this ineffectiveness may have been a global propensity to lump NEC into a single disease entity rather than a spectrum of diseases with a common outcome. The driver of this philosophy was most likely statistical, in that researchers desired large cohorts to optimize statistical power. Additionally, in the past quarter century, our preterm NEC cohorts were (and in some cases still are) contaminated with spontaneous intestinal perforations (SIP). This completely different acquired neonatal intestinal disease (ANID) markedly alters clinical characteristics and outcomes in NEC cohorts and subsets if not addressed. Unfortunately, cohort size has been proven to be less important than data quality when it comes to NEC over this last decade of research. Emerging progress in NEC prevention has been greatly enhanced as a result of dividing well-defined NEC into subsets of disease origin and investigating these entities individually. The purpose of this review is to offer the bedside clinician a concise, up-to-date review of recent advances in NEC reductionism. The reader should understand the history and basic theory behind NEC subsets, their application to NEC prevention, and comprehend that prevention of NEC requires a comprehensive quality improvement strategy that is likely best realized with a zero tolerance approach. We are entering a new era of NEC prevention. NICUs that embrace and achieve effective NEC prevention strategies will rapidly outpace their contemporaries. Because NEC is still the major driver of morbidity and mortality in most NICUs today, those who reject or fail in this pursuit will likely face increasingly severe consequences due to growing requirements for outcomes transparency.